The article analyzes the Sardinian question particle a in yes/no 'special' questions. Following Obenauer ( , 2006 , this particle is taken to mark special interrogative clauses that cannot be answered with yes or no as they denote invitations or requests, express surprise, are biased towards an answer, or are rhetorical questions. Due to its additional focalization properties, the question particle a is analysed as a head merged in Foc° and moved to one of Obenauer's SpIntPs (special interrogative phrases). Furthermore, as in a-questions nominal constituents are obligatorily dislocated, the author argues that DPs are extracted to a functional projection beneath FocP before the remnant TP is moved to [spec, FocP].
Introduction
One of the various syntactic strategies to form yes/no questions in Sardinian is a structure that involves the question particle a (probably < lat. AUT, DES I,34), which has been described in previous work (Jones 1993 , Mensching 2008 , Remberger 2010 , Floricic 2010 and is illustrated in (1):
(1) a. A benis istasera?
1 (ASIt Posada and Brunella, this-evening in Ittiri, Orgosolo and Dorgali) 'Do you come this evening?' b.
A la faghes, custa faina? (Puddu 2000 :664) QPART it-F-CL do-2SG this-F work-F 'Will you do this work?' Among the known properties of this structure, which is found in the Logudorese and Nuorese varieties of Sardinian, are its incompatibility with focus fronting and negation as well as the obligatory postverbal position of the subject, if present. In addition, Jones (1993:25) observes that "this particle is used predominantly, but not exclusively, in questions which are to be interpreted as requests […] , invitations, offers, etc." The aims of this article 2 are (i) to assess the latter statement; (ii) to take into account another property that has not been considered until now, namely the frequent coexistence of clitic right dislocation (CLRD) as in (1b); and (iii) to offer an approach to a principled explanation of (i) and (ii) as well as to the other properties of a within a cartographic generative framework. The main working hypotheses are as follows: 1.
The question particle a is related to focus. 2.
At the same time, a marks a question as "non-standard" (cf. the concept of "special questions, " Obenauer , 2006 . 3.
CLRD (or alternatively: CLLD) of object DPs is obligatory when a is in the numeration. This must be related to the focalizing properties of a.
In Section 2, I provide a general overview of yes/no question marking in Sardinian. We will see that besides the structure in (1), there are several other syntactic strategies that the speakers can choose to form yes/no questions and that most of them are somehow related to focus. Section 3 introduces the state of the art of the analysis of the question particle a. I show that this particle is also related to focus, and I support some preceding analyses that localize a in Rizzi's (1997) FocP. At the end of this section, I argue that the presence of clitic dislocation phenomena, in particular CLRD, are obligatory with DPs that occur in interrogatives introduced by the question particle a The data stemming from the ASIt interviews (see Section 2, in particular Note 3) and from other inquiries I have done have been standardized using the orthographic conventions of the Limba Sarda Comuna (= LSC, cf. RAS 2006) for representing local varieties of Sardinian. Previous versions of parts of this paper were presented at the workshops "Clause types -strategies and structures" (Nov. 14 th , 2009) and "Special Questions" (March 12 th , 2010) , both held at the CNRS in Paris. I am grateful to Hans-Georg Obenauer and the audience of these workshops, as well as to the audience of CIDSM 8 for their helpful comments. I would also like to thank the speakers who took part in the ASIt and other interviews, in particular Marcello Bacciu and Pierangela Calzone. Finally, I am grateful to two anonymous reviewers for their substantial advice.
-a fact that has neither been observed nor accounted for in the literature. Section 4 focuses on the pragmatic conditions that license this question type. I argue that the analysis of a larger sample of data suggests that a can only be used in non-standard yes/no interrogatives, i.e., questions which either do not expect an answer in the shape of 'yes' or 'no' or which are biased (often towards a positive answer). On the basis of the results of Sections 1-4, I propose a more elaborate cartographic analysis of representing Sardinian a-questions that accounts at the same time for the focus-marking property of a and its function as a marker of special questions while also showing how the obligatory dislocation phenomena observed can fit into the syntactic analysis.
Yes/no questions in Sardinian: Some data and the state of the art

Basic types of yes/no questions in Sardinian
This section introduces the basic patterns of yes/no question formation in Sardinian and is based on the results of a series of inquiries for the Atlante Sintattico d'Italia (ASIt) undertaken in Sardinia, six of which Carolina Bacciu and I conducted in 2009. 3 The map in (2) shows the ASIt localities as well as some other places mentioned during the article. Since the interrogative particle a seems to be mostly limited to the Logudorese and Nuorese varieties, 4 I have not considered Campidanese localities (apart from Baunei). 3 The inquiries of Posada, Baunei, and Ossi were done in written form by the ASIt team in Padova (cf. Padovan and Penello 2006) . Our own interviews in Dorgali, Ittiri, Brunella, Orgosolo, and Bitti (Bitti2) were conducted using face-to-face interviews (these data have not yet been published in the ASIt database). I have not considered the (written) questionnaire of Bitti (Bitti1, by the ASIt team in Padova) in this study. Normally, only one speaker was interviewed for each location, with the exception of Dorgali and Ittiri (one male and one female speaker for each location). For practical reasons, the two speakers were interviewed together. For this article, only examples in which the two speakers agreed on a sentence were chosen. In Brunella, one male and one female speaker were interviewed independently from each other (Brunella1, Brunella2). There were no special selection criteria, apart from all speakers having the dialect at issue as a native language and being well integrated into the local community. Note that the Southern part of the Logudorese territory has not yet been explored within the ASIt initiative, but we know that interrogative clauses with a are available to speakers of this area (cf. Mensching 2012a, in press). I have no information on the availability of the structure at issue in the Arborense zone, which is, in reality, a transition zone between Logudorese and Campidanese. So far, there are not enough studies on the syntax of the Campidanese varieties so as to judge if Campidanese lacks this structure altogether. There is one Campidanese example in my corpus data (cf. ex. (30b)), which suggests that the question particle a is available at least in some (maybe Northern Campidanese) varieties. The relevant trigger data for yes/no questions from the questionnaire are shown in (3). Vi siete ricordati di spedire la lettera? ASIt-Sud q. 177 'Have you remembered to post the letter?' c.
Vieni stasera? ASIt-Sud q. 209 'Will you come tonight?'
The versions in (4) to (12) below show that Sardinian speakers can choose from different strategies for formulating yes/no questions; on some occasions the speakers offered more than one solution. At least for the Logudorese and Nuorese localities, which are under examination here, most of the different types of yes/no questions seem to follow a pragmatic rather than a geographic distribution. Based on Virdis (1988:905) . For a general introduction to Sardinian, see, e.g., Wagner (1951) reedited as Wagner (1997), Atzori (1982 ), Blasco Ferrer (1986 , Jones (1988 Jones ( , 1997 , and Mensching and Remberger (in press ). The basic reference work for Sardinian syntax is Jones (1993) , based on the variety of Lula. An overview on Sardinian syntax and morphology is provided in Mensching (in press).
6
The dots represent the ASIt inquiry points, whereas the squares are used for other localities mentioned in the article.
7
The questionnaire from Baunei only contains (3a).
The first strategy just uses the word order of the corresponding declarative sentences (declarative sentence strategy, DSS). According to Jones (1993:24) , these sentences are marked as questions "simply by means of intonation; essentially by failing to produce a full pitch descent on the syllable which bears main sentence stress." As the sentences of the inquiry were presented without context, the exact pragmatic differences between the questions in (4) and those in (5) cannot be determined, 11 but we can say that the former questions are "neutral yes/no questions," which focus the entire clause/event, 12 whereas in the latter, the dislocated items correspond to presupposed content and are excluded from the focus.
The second strategy is the focus-fronting strategy (FFS), which has been well described in the literature (Jones 1993 (Jones , 2013 Lörinczi 1999; Bentley 2009; Remberger 2010; Mensching and Remberger 2010a,b; Egerland 2013) . The focus-fronted constituent can be the whole VP, an AP, an AdvP, a PP, or a DP; it is the latter in our example: 8 Brunella2, Orgosolo, Ossi, Ittiri. Brunella2, Orgosolo, Baunei.
10
The clitic is l(u) 'him' in (5'a) and nde or ne in (5b), roughly corresponding to Ital. ne, French en. The clitic in (5b) is coreferent with the PP that contains the infinitive clause 'to send the letter'. Throughout this article, I use a comma in examples containing CLRD or CLDL to separate the two prosodic/syntactic units. The comma does not necessarily indicate a pause.
11
For some hypotheses on the pragmatic conditions of the different Sardinian question types, see Remberger (2010) , Jones (2013), and Vanrell et al. (2014). 12 I.e., the whole set of alternatives that can be produced on the basis of the propositions underlying the sentences. For yes/no questions within the framework of alternative semantics, see, e.g., Rooth (1992) , Arregi (2007) , Krifka (2008 This structure is also found in declarative sentences with a focus on the fronted constituent. Pragmatically, we can informally say that the focused constituent in questions such as those in (6) represents a part of the proposition that is not presupposed or that the speaker is most interested in knowing the answer to; in addition, as shown by Jones (2013) , they often contain "material which presents information which is particularly surprising or unexpected" (mirative focus, Jones 2013 :80, cf. Cruschina 2011 For further properties of the FFS, cf. Jones (2013:88) , according to whom mirative focus on one constituent "allows the whole sentence to be taken as the information focus."
14
As Jones (2013:88) points out, the PFS can be used without any particular contextual cues or background assumptions, and would therefore be equivalent to questions with the DSS.
Here, of course, the focus is restricted to those parts of the predicate that are not backgrounded by CLRD. As was already observed in Mensching (2012a, in press, Mensching and Remberger in press) I cannot say much more about this structure, which has only recently been discovered and needs more research, but my impression is that it is rather focus neutral and geographically more restricted than the other structures. Finally, the strategy that is the focus of this paper, i.e., the one with the question particle a (QP a S), is also represented in the ASIt data. For (3b), the versions given by the speakers that used this structure show CLRD:
A bos ne sezis ammentatos, QPART you-CL-PL ADV-CL are-PL remembered-PL de imbiare sa lìtera?
(Bitti) of to-send the letter b.
A bos nde sezis ammentados, de ispedire QPART you-CL-PL ADV-CL are-PL remembered-PL of to-send sa lìtera? (Ittiri) the letter Sentence (3c) was very often translated using this strategy. Since the Italian trigger sentence Vieni stasera? (lit. 'Do you come this evening?') often has a request reading in the sense of ('Would you like to come this evening?'), the frequent choice of the QP a S may confirm the preference of this structure in questions with a request reading mentioned at the beginning of this article: (12) deserved the most attention in the literature, and they are particularly important for the discussion of the QP a S in Sections 3 to 5 because they highlight the importance of focus for yes/no question marking in Sardinian.
The FFS has been analyzed in Mensching and Remberger (2010a,b) 17 by using Rizzi's (1997) split CP structure and assuming movement of an XP to [spec,FocP] and of T° to Foc°, as shown in (13) The reasons for this analysis cannot be repeated in detail here, but they involve (apart from the focus property of the fronted phrase itself) criteria such as the obligatory postverbal position of the subject (if present), incompatibility with a wh-phrase, and the strict adjacency between the focused constituent and the inflected verb or auxiliary. In Mensching and Remberger (2010b) , we used a Rizzi-style criteria approach to explain this structure, 18 as shown in (13), but one could also think of a minimalist approach, e.g., by assuming an unvalued operator feature on Foc° that acts as a probe and is valued by a constituent with a feature bearing a [focus] value. As for the PFS, we argued in Mensching and Remberger (2010b) that standard tests such as those proposed by Müller (1998) Also cf. Jones (1993) , Mensching (2008) , Remberger (2010) ; see an alternative analysis in Jones (2013). 18 In particular, the Focus Criterion according to Brody (1990) Mensching and Remberger (2010b) understand narrow question focus in contrast to "neutral" yes/no questions (cf. King 1997) : "The term Q(uestion) FOC(us) is used to indicate the role which corresponds to the focus in the answer of the question" (King 1997, fn. 2) . This probably explains the strong preference of speakers of these structures in yes/no interrogatives and, technically, may be captured by a mechanism through which the fronted-focus constituent can check the [Q]-feature in yes/no questions; see Mensching and Remberger (2010b) and Jones (2013) for possible implementations (also cf. Section 5).
What is important here and must be kept in mind for the analysis of the particle a in the next section and in Section 5 is that in the PPS and the FFS, the activation of [spec,FocP] is an important factor in Sardinian yes/no questions. The same can be said for the QP ite S, if we assume that the element ite still has the same position as the whelement that it is derived from (the pronoun 'what'), which would be in [spec,FocP] according to Rizzi (1997) and further cartographic work. The DSS in (4) does not seem to have the focus property, but an analysis of further examples would show that there is a clear tendency to use CLRD structures in sentences with the DSS, as can also be found in our data in (5). This means that the constituents represented by the clitic are defocalized, which in turn indicates that the predicate without these constituents is focalized. The tendency to use CLRD structures is shared by most of the other the other yes/no question types that we have seen. This effect, which is not exclusive to questions, is interpreted by Jones (1993:356) as a structure in which "exclusive focus on the verb is achieved by right-dislocation of the object." Because the explanation of the DSS and most of the other types is outside the scope of this article, I will not discuss this in greater depth and instead turn to the analysis of the question particle a, where we will also continue the discussion of the CLRD phenomena.
The interrogative particle a: The state of the art and some further perspectives
The basic properties of the particle a are described by Jones (1993:24-25) , who characterizes this item as "an interrogative particle [...] which can be prefixed to yes/no questions under certain conditions." He interprets a as a complementizer "in the sense that it occurs under the COMP node [...], though it can only introduce main clauses" (1993:24) . The hypothesis that a is a C element is supported by the properties illustrated in (15): (15) As these examples show, the question particle a is incompatible both with whitems (cf. (15a)) as well as with the FFS (cf. (15b)) and the PPS (cf. (15c)). Since the wh-items and focus-fronted elements (including participles) sit in COMP according to the older generative framework used by Jones (1993) , his argumentation that the question particle is also located in COMP is straightforward. Jones also notes that the QP a S is ungrammatical with negation and a preverbal subject is excluded (when present, the subject must be postverbal): (16) Because of the incompatibility with negation, Remberger (2010:576-578) assumes that the particle a is a positive polarity marker, in the same way as no is a negative polarity marker, but with an obligatory [Q]-feature. In her theory, both the negative item no and the particle a are clitics that adjoin to T (containing the verb after movement), and thus the postverbal position is explained. After incorporating a, the complex T head moves to C°. Apart from the facts concerning negation, Remberger argues that if a were the Foc-head itself, V-movement (which is needed anyway to explain the postverbal subject position) would result in the wrong order if we want to avoid right adjunction. As an alternative, Remberger (2010:575) elaborates on an account proposed by Mensching (2008) , according to which both a and the finite verb are in the FocP, with a occupying its specifier and T (containing the verb) its head after movement. As we have seen at the end of Section 2 that most types of yes/no questions are somehow focus related, I think that the latter analysis should be the preferred solution. Also note that both the PPS and the FFS are also excluded with negation, so it rather seems like a restriction to some focus types in Sardinian. Therefore, in what follows I provide some further arguments for the idea that a is located in the FocP, presumably in its specifier (for now, but see Section 5).
As for yes/no questions in general, Rizzi (2001) assumes an interrogative phrase, located between ForceP and FocP, as illustrated in (17). His ideas on how yes/no questions work in Italian are illustrated in (18). 
On the basis of (17), Cruschina (2007) argues that Int° is the position of chi used as a question particle in Sicilian, as he shows by the following tests (also cf. Cruschina 2011 The item chi is located before the focus-fronted phrase in (19a), which arguably sits in the focus phrase of the structure in (17). In (19b) it appears after a clitic left dislocated phrase, the position of which must therefore correspond to the upper TopP in (17). This motivates the assumption that the question particle is situated in the IntP. Examples (19c, d) show that the subject is preverbal and that no adjacency between the verb and the particle is required, so obviously no verb or T movement to the left periphery has occurred. If we apply the same tests to Sardinian, we see that almost all of them turn out to be negative: (20) The only aspect in which Sardinian behaves similarly to Sicilian is the possibility of a clitic left dislocated item (cf. (20b)), which obligatorily occurs to the left of the particle (cf. (20b'). Examples (20a, a.', c) reconfirm the incompatibility of the particle a with focus fronting and a preverbal subject. In fact, as (20d) suggests, there is an adjacency condition for the finite verb and the particle. The postverbal subject position indicates verb movement to the left periphery, as already pointed out by Jones (1993) and Remberger (2010) , and the adjacency can best be modeled by assuming that both a and the finite verb are located within the same phrase, logically FocP. The idea that a is located in a specifier position ([spec,FocP] Where [Q-op] can be:
1. the particle a 2. the particle ite 3. a focus fronted XP ("question focus") 4. a participle in a focus-fronted VP/vP after remnant movement 19 IntP thus neither seems to be involved in Sardinian question marking with the particle a nor in the fronting strategies FFS and PPS.
Remberger's (2010) alternative analysis, according to which a is mainly a polarity operator, can explain the incompatibility of a with negation, but the other analysis that I have elaborated on here has the clear advantage of subsuming the QP a S under a more general schema. I will therefore assume that the incompatibility with negation is rather a semantic property of some types of focus marking in Sardinian and not a particular property of the particle a. Since this aspect is thus beyond the scope of this article, I refer the reader to Remberger (2010) and Floricic (2010) for his concept of "focus clash," i.e., a semantic incompatibility of some focus types or elements with negation:
The interrogative particle a and the fronting strategy basically work at the level of the predication as a whole, and not at the level of one of its constituents. Now, this is equally the case with the negation particle no, which explains their incompatibility. (Floricic 2010 , English translation by Remberger 2010 A final point that has not been sufficiently considered in the literature is the presence of a clitic in the interrogative sentences introduced by the particle a. According to Jones (1993:357) , there is a general tendency in yes/no questions to adopt a (non-canonical) formulation which shifts main stress to an early position in the sentence, [...] as in the right dislocated example (136): (136) (A) l'as telefonatu, a su duttore?
Although Jones is right in qualifying this behavior as a general tendency in yes/no questions (as we have also seen in Section 2), it must be said that the QP a S is the only yes/no question construction in Sardinian in which CLRD, at least of object DPs, is obligatory (unless CLLD has occurred as in (20b) Jones (1993) presents a few examples with direct objects in which CLRD or CLLD has not occurred. The speakers known to me do not support these structures. It might be that the speakers at Lula (the place where Jones's speakers come from) and maybe some other places have a different grammar; however, this is not investigated here.
21
CLRD or CLLD (though frequent) do not seem to be obligatory with the FFS and the PPS; for the latter, see the following examples in addition to (6a) QPART ADV-CL eat-2SG of meat Jones (1993:358) and Remberger (2010:577) stipulate that a focuses the whole predicate (VP) or the whole proposition (TP), respectively. However, the evidence from (22) suggests that only the verb is focused in these examples, and other potential (at least nominal) foci within the predicate or proposition must be explicitly defocused. In other words, it seems that a does not bear any potential nominal focus constituents within its scope; such constituents must be removed and defocused (backgrounded), which is usually done by CLRD.
23 I am able to show this for (mostly) nominal constituents. All of them are argumental, so we might consider whether this restriction really concerns nominal or argumental phrases. There is one rather clear case of a nonnominal (e.g., prepositional) argument in my data (ex. (26e) below), which suggests that nominal is the correct characterization, but more examples are needed to ultimately decide on this issue.
22
Bare NPs must be introduced by the preposition de and are resumed by n(d)e when they undergo CLRD, cf. Jones (1993:17) , Mensching (2005:94-96) , Mensching and Remberger (in press ).
23
Whereas similar particles in yes/no questions in other languages seem to require that the interrogative operator or particle take narrow scope over a focalized individual constituent (which also leads to backgrounding of other constituents, cf. Cruschina 2011), the problem with Sardinian a is that it seems to have scope over the whole predicate or proposition, from which nominal material must be removed by dislocation.
I will return to the dislocation phenomena in Section 5, but first another fundamental property of the question particle a must be considered.
A as a marker for special yes/no questions
As Jones (1993:25, 358) has pointed out, a favors a request interpretation. The aim of this section is to demonstrate that this formulation is too weak. As I shall show, a is never used in standard yes/no questions but always marks a non-standard or "special" question. A standard yes/no question is a question for information that seeks a clear answer ('yes' or 'no') and usually presupposes that the speaker does not know the answer.
24 I will tentatively refer to special yes/no questions as questions that do not have these properties, e.g., because they are invitations or requests, rather than asking for information or solicit agreement. I also include under this cover term rhetorical questions (the answer of which is already known to the speaker) and questions in which "there is a speaker bias towards one of the two or a speaker expectation of a different answer altogether" (Bartels 1999 :131, following Bolinger 1978 . Some types mentioned (in another context) in Bolinger (1978) and that we find in Sardinian a-interrogatives are questions that embody an invitation, questions that convey surprise at a self-evident fact, or questions that serve to pass information from speaker to hearer. 25 It is important to note that, according to Obenauer's ( , 2006 definition, "special question" is a term that involves both pragmatics and syntax or morphology. This means that an interrogative clause only qualifies as a special question in Obenauer's sense if it is syntactically marked as such. What I will try to show in this section is that the Sardinian question particle a is such a marker.
Some evidence for the use of the particle a to mark special questions comes from reactions of speakers when confronted with grammaticality tasks. To give one example, with respect to the ASIt sentence (3b), the speaker from Bitti accepted both the PFS in (23a) and the QP a S in (23b): (23) ('Did you know it or not that if you call from your home phone there is a possibility not to pay the phone calls?'), which probably belongs to the type of question that serves to pass information from the speaker to the hearer (see below). For further discussion, see Bolinger (1978) and Bartels (1999) .
25
The term "special question" has been applied by Obenauer ( , 2006 to three particular types of non-standard wh-questions (surprise/disapproval questions, rhetorical questions, and "I-can't-find-the-value-of-x" questions) that trigger a specific syntactic behavior in some languages. Obenauer's articles leave it clear that other types of special question may exist that could be syntactically relevant both for wh and yes/no questions.
b.
A bos ne sezis ammentatos QPART you-CL-PL ADV-CL are-PL remembered-PL de imbiare sa lìtera? of to-send the letter According to information provided by the speaker some months after the interview, (23a) is a true information-seeking question, whereas (23b) implies a sense of criticism:
The speaker thinks that the letter hasn't been sent (i.e., it is a biased question).
26
Based on such observations, I randomly collected a number of examples from different sources and classified them according to semantic and pragmatic properties concerning the question type. As a result, none of the collected examples was a pure, standard question. Instead, it turned out that we can classify all examples as one or other type of different non-standard yes/no questions, or special questions, if we adopt Obenauer's terminology. Upon the reserve that a real corpus study still remains to be conducted, the results are presented in what follows.
The first group comprises interrogatives that can be subsumed under "requests," such as polite requests, cohortatives, and invitations, as opposed to real orders, which do not seem possible with questions marked by the item a. Note, by the way, that this speaker does not accept the DSS, which she valued as an Italianism.
27
A real imperative meaning cannot be found with a and a question intonation, but only with an imperative intonation. Cf. the following examples given to me by the speaker from Bitti:
A ti nch' essis dae (mesu 'e) pedes! QPART you-CL ADV.CL. go-out from (amidst of) feet! 'Go away!' b.
A ti nche torras a domo tua! QPART you-CL ADV.CL return-2SG to house your 'Go home!' c.
A istas mutu! QPART stay-2SG silent 'Shut up!' Although the literature considers imperative a as being the same a as interrogative a, I am not sure that this is really the case. A study of a as an imperative particle might show that it is a homophonous item with other properties and maybe of another origin. I will therefore not discuss imperatives in this article.
28
In the examples with dislocations, I added a comma, which is usually not found in the original source. See Note 10.
b.
Aio', a m' accumpanzas come-on QPART me-CL accompany-2SG unu trettu? (Deledda 1982 These different types of requests contain a verb describing the action that is requested from the addressee (in the case of cohortatives both from the addressee and the speaker). This can also apply to requests for information (cf. Kiefer 1980:97) , as in (27), where the requested action is encoded in the predicate ('to tell the speaker who is Mr. Kurtz'). But the required information is normally formulated indirectly through the formula 'Do you know ... ', as in (27b,c,d) A nde potzo fàghere una còpia? (Pintore) QPART ADV-CL may-1SG make a copy 'May I make a copy of it?' Similar to requests are offers, but they are not identical, since they are usually considered as commissive speech acts (and not directive ones like requests and invitations of the type illustrated in (24)-(28) A lu cheres, custu petzu de casu? (Brunella) QPART it-CL want-2SG this piece of cheese 'Would you like this piece of cheese?' All these types can be subsumed under the label "indirect speech acts." However, the particle a cannot be considered exclusively as a device to mark questions as several types of directive and commissive speech acts. The reason is that it also appears in others type of non-standard yes/no questions. One very frequent type corresponds to 30 The translator of Joseph Conrad's novel comes from the Logudorese village of Pattada.
questions that serve to pass information from the speaker to the hearer (Bartels 1999:132 These examples are all structured in the same way: The verb 'to know' in the second-person present tense indicative is followed by a complement clause that contains the information the speaker wants to convey. There is another type, which I tentatively also subsume under this category, but in which the question only introduces the topic of the information by means of an indirect wh-question as a complement of the verb 'to know': (31) The information itself is presented by the speaker immediately after the question. This can be illustrated for (31a) by the broader context of this sentence (I quote the Italian version of which the Sardinian is a translation and its English translation):
(32) a.
Vedi, perché Dio ha creato il giorno e la notte? Il giorno per dar agio al demonio di combattere contro di noi; la notte perché possiamo raccoglierci in noi stessi e vincer le tentazioni. (Deledda 1920:76) 
Look, why did God create day and night? The day to make it easy for the devil to fight us, the night so we can collect our thoughts and conquer temptation. (Deledda 1995:58) Let us take this example to illustrate my argument: The fact that a question can have this function is also shared by Italian and English and is maybe universal. This belongs to pragmatics. But the important point is that Sardinian, in contrast to Italian and English, syntactically marks this interrogative as a special question by using a.
The question particle a is also often used in biased questions (mostly but not exclusively 32 in positively biased questions). 33 This can be seen immediately in (33a). Here, the speaker himself says that the objects at issue are beautiful: Cf. Nilsenova and van Rooy (2003) . Such questions are called "conducive questions" by Kiefer (1980:98) : They are not neutral with respect to the expected reply, but reflect "the speaker's beliefs, expectations or emotional reactions to the previous discourse" (Wikberg 1975:124) . Vanrell et al. (2014) conclude from their data that questions with a are always unbiased, but note that their trigger sentences are all of the type "Can you give me X? / Do you have X ?", in which the speaker hopes to obtain the object at issue. In the other examples, the bias can be seen from the context. The text passage in (34) The passage starts off with a question featuring the PFS, asking whether the addressee is seeing (the people the speaker is pointing at). Once he thinks that the addressee is seeing them, he uses the QP a S to repeat the question more precisely, but note that it is biased now and serves as a kind of confirmation question. The same holds for the next question ('Do you see them standing in a row?'). At the end, the PFS is used again. We may suppose that this is because the PFS is often used for emphasis (Remberger 2010 , Jones 2013 .
Finally, I also found some isolated examples of questions in soliloquy and surprise questions: 34 «Vedi», gli gridava, tirandogli la falda del cappotto, e accennandogli i suoi figli, «li vedi ora i figli miei? Tre colombi! e forti, eh, e sani, e belli! Li vedi in fila, li vedi? [...]» (Deledda 1920:6 As I said, I did not find any questions of which a clear or unbiased answer 'yes' or 'no' is expected. It seems that a serves to mark a considerable number of partially, not clearly connected functions. For example, we could say that a in examples (24) to (28) encodes something like "rogative mood", which some languages seem to have developed as a grammatical category (cf. König and Siemund 2007) , but what about the other functions? We cannot even classify a as a marker of indirect speech acts, since some of the functions do not fall under the speech act distinction. An issue that cannot be answered on this occasion is the question of what functions a cannot have. For example, whereas the particle is compatible with surprise questions, I have never observed a in clear disapproval questions (e.g., of the type 'Are you crazy?'). Future research will show whether some common feature can be found for all these types. 35 For now, I provisionally assume that the common point is that the questions introduced by a are non-canonical yes/no questions. If we adopt Obenauer's concept of special questions (originally formulated for wh-questions) to the Sardinian yes/no questions, we can apply the following rough definition and research program formulated by Hans-Georg Obenauer:
It is generally acknowledged that besides their interpretation as 'standard' (or 'information') questions, they [i.e. interrogatives] can convey other meanings, although it remains largely unclear what 'special' question interpretations there are and where they have their sources. I argue that the syntactic structure, in particular the left sentence periphery, plays a crucial part. Such an approach contrasts with largely shared views concerning interrogatives; thus, a common view is expressed by Siemund (2001) who sees rhetorical questions [...] as (true) "interrogatives uttered in a context in which the answer to them is given", a "non-canonical use". I want to demonstrate that there are cases -including rhetorical questions -where particular structural properties can be shown to be correlated with particular meaning types. (2006:247) 35 Vanrell et al. (2014:12) consider a as a "mitigator or politeness marker that mitigates the request for information in neutral polar questions or gives the hearer the possibility of accepting or refusing the invitation in offers." This idea is interesting, and can cover some but not all the functions that I have shown.
Syntactic analysis
In Section 3, I supported the view found in the literature that a is a complementizer-like element, which in a cartographic approach should be located in the specifier of the leftperipheral FocP. The assumption that FocP and not IntP or other phrases in the split CP should be the relevant syntactic category for this question particle is motivated by the relevance of FocP for other Sardinan yes/no question types. But the particle a is also directly related to focus, which can best be seen in the fact that CLRD (or CLLD) is obligatory for nominals that appear in interrogatives with this particle. A problem remaining from Section 3 is how to explain this property, which seems to be related to the property of a to yield a narrow focus on the predicate or proposition. The dislocation facts seem to indicate that -at the same time -these structures do not allow nominal constituents to belong to the focused domain. In Section 4, I argued that, in addition to all these properties, a marks special questions and cannot be used in pure informationseeking yes/no questions.
Adaptation of the previous analysis to Obenauer's special interrogative phrase
Let me begin with the latter property. It seems that the property of the QP a S of introducing special questions cannot be directly related to the focalizing property. In fact, according The IntP is related to standard questions, whereas the higher SpIntPs are related to different types of special questions. The idea that there must exist more than one SpIntP is due to Obenauer's observation that the question types that he has examined (surprise/disapproval questions, rhetorical questions, and "I-can't-find-the-value-of-x" questions) do not behave in a uniform way in the languages that he has investigated. Special question readings of different types have also been identified by Damonte and Garzonio (2008) If we want to apply this framework to Sardinian a, it would seem, first, that only one SpIntP should be available in this construction, as we have no evidence of divergent syntactic behavior (e.g., with respect to the special question types determined in Section 4). Second, SpIntP1 in (37) and (38) is excluded for Sardinian because, as was shown in Section 3, a left dislocated phrase always precedes a. Therefore, only SpIntP2 is a possible site for the Sardinian particle. Since we cannot abandon the important insight that a is strongly related to focus, we would have to say that a behaves in a way similar to Fiorentino che, with the difference being that it is base-generated in FocP and not in IntP (which does not seem to play any role in most Sardinian yes/no question types, see Sections 2.2 and 3). Another difference is that, following the line of reasoning of Section 3, we have to assume that a moves from the specifier position of FocP to the specifier position of SpIntP2 (instead of head movement in Fiorentino). This is shown by the tree structure in (39) for sentence (16c) (A bi benit Juanne? 'Does Juanne come there?): Note that such an analysis may be difficult to disprove: Since there is a strict adjacency between FocP and the finite verb, after movement of T° (containing the verb) to Foc°, and both ForceP and IntP are probably absent from the relevant structures, we can hardly perform any tests. For the same reason, it would be hard to contradict this analysis, which may be desirable, despite all, for theoretical reasons.
Some problems and an alternative solution
The structure in (39) presents, however, several problems. First, since only T° (containing the verb) is moved to the FocP, this analysis does not express the fact (observed in the previous literature) that the proposition (excluding dislocated items) is focused in QP a S questions and not the verb alone. Second, it does not contain any explanation of why this should be the only question type in which dislocation of nominal constituents (in particular, CLRD) is obligatory in this structure. This property suggests that whenever nominal constituents occur, they cannot belong to the focus and must be removed from the part of the sentence that contains the proposition (cf. Section 3).
For the first problem, what we would like to say is that in a sentence such as (26b) (A benis a jocare chin mecus? 'Would you come and play with me?') the whole TP is in the FocP. In this case, however, we have to abandon the idea that a is in [spec,FocP] , since this would now be the landing site of the TP. But note that if we follow this idea, the FocP's head position is available, since the T° has moved to [spec,TP] together with the whole proposition, so the assumption that a is a specifier is not necessary anymore. We can now further assume that a, the head of FocP, has a feature that attracts the whole TP to its specifier. This can be formalized within Comksy's (2000 et seqq.) probe-goal approach by an unvalued tense feature together with an [EPP]-feature on the head a, which targets the tense feature of the T head. As head movement is not possible here, the whole TP is pied-piped to [spec, FocP] . 37 Let us assume that a also comes with a feature [SpInt] -maybe a variant of [Q]-featurethat expresses that a cannot be used for standard, pure information-seeking questions. I think this would suffice in a cartographic account for SpIntP to be projected, to where a subsequently moves. These ideas are illustrated in (40) For the second problem of the analysis in (39), i.e., the question of why dislocation of some constituents within the proposition is obligatory, this analysis must be adapted by assuming that certain constituents have to be removed from the TP prior to its movement to FocP -the standard device being CLRD. Among the numerous accounts to explain CLRD, there are many that explain this phenomenon as movement processes that lead to the left periphery. This is achieved by the extraction of the dislocated constituent followed by a remnant movement operation (cf., among others, Zubizarreta 1998 , Cecchetto 1999 , Frascarelli 2000 see Kayne 1998 for similar ideas for other constructions). This is sketched in (41) for example (5a), which uses the declarative sentence strategy (DSS), in which dislocation is optional:
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For pied-piping, see, among many others, Horvath (2007) and Heck (2008 Heck ( , 2009 This type of account differs with respect to the landing sites of the DP and the TP. For example, Frascarelli (2000) assumes that the DP is base generated in a TopP and the TP (AgrSP in her account) moves to an FP above it. Within the framework adopted here and considering our data, what we want to assume is that the TP is in [spec, FocP] , so the clitic right dislocated phrase must be in projection below it, which we may provisionally call a background phrase (BgP). As we said, in the DSS used as an example here, this operation is optional. In contrast, when the head of FocP (which is empty in (41)) is a, it becomes obligatory.
We have not been concerned so far with the nature of the material that has to be dislocated. If we have a look at the data presented in Sections 1 to 4, it seems that only adverbial constituents can remain within the TP remnant: local PPs in (26c,e), a PP indicating manner in (25), and an adverbial infinitive clause in (26b). 38 There are some examples that seemingly contain DPs that have not undergone CLRD -unu trettu 'a stretch' and an expression meaning 'this evening' in (12b) -but these are adverbial expressions. Real "nominal" DPs must undergo dislocation. 39 It therefore seems that the content of the scope domain of a must obligatorily be verbal or at least verb-related in nature. This can be formulated by a semantic constraint, along the lines that the Foc head a does not bear any nominal material in its specifier. If want to implement this into the syntactic component, we would have to say that either the probe (uT, which is in fact verbal in nature) or another feature of a is incompatible with nominal content within its goal (the TP). I will provisionally formalize this by assuming an additional feature [+V] of a. A lexical entry of a would hence look as follows:
Before I make some additional comments, let me first show a possible detailed derivation of (1b). The remnant-moved TP in (41g,h) is highlighted:
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The item a that introduces the infinitive clause in (26b) is a complementizer and not a preposition. Thus, the resumptive pronoun bi cannot be used here, so ultimately we cannot decide (unless we make a prosodic analysis) whether the infinitive clause has been dislocated or not. Conversely, the item de introducing the infinitive clause in (11) is a preposition, so nde or ne is a resumptive clitic. I assume for now that dislocation is optional there, but this should be re-assessed in future studies with more data of this type. In any case, the constituent is not nominal, but a PP selected by the verb s'ammentare 'to remember'.
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If it is CLLD, the dislocated DP moves to the highest TopP in a structure like (37), see below.
(43) Possible derivation of (1b) At least for a strict minimalist account, there is a problem between step (40e) and (40h): In the approach just sketched, backgrounding of nominal content is a requirement of the particle a, but at step (40f), the derivation does not "know" that a is going to be merged later on, so why should BgP be projected at all? There are several solutions to this problem. A solution that comes to mind is to suppose that the derivation crashes if BgP is not projected, because the TP does not fulfill the [+V] requirement of a, and therefore only an alternative derivation that includes BgP succeeds. Similarly, but more formally, we could say that a c-selects for BgP.
Compatibility of the analysis with the data and properties of Sections 2 and 3
Finally, we have to make sure that the assumptions made in 5.2 are compatible with the data presented in Sections 2 and 3. First, a comment on the subject is in order. For simplification, in the derivation in (43), I chose a sentence with a phonetically empty subject (pro). If we have an overt subject in Sardinian, this subject will usually move to [spec,TP] so that it would remain in a preverbal position after TP-movement to BgP. This would be contrary to the data presented in Section 2, according to which the subject is obligatorily postverbal in QP a S questions. The solution lies in the fact that the subject is also nominal, so it must also be removed from the TP. 41 The only thing we have to assume is that the BgP can be generated recursively (similar to TopPs in Rizzi's theory) so both arguments can be dislocated.
42 Let me illustrate the structure of (27c), repeated here as (44): 40 See Mensching (2012b) for this idea.
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There is still a potential problem with the adverb luego in (20d), but I assume for now that a sentence initial adverb is interpreted as focalized (i.e. as a focus-fronted item) and is therefore excluded. We could also assume that T° (containing the finite verb) is left adjoined to a in the Foc head, prior to movement of Foc° to SpInt°, but I will not explore this possibility here.
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For right dislocated subjects and the order of multiple right dislocated elements in Sardinian (which does not appear to fix), see Jones (1993:17, 320 As we have seen in Section 3, clitic left dislocation is also found in structures with a (cf. (20b)), and, as example (27d) shows, a subject can also be left dislocated. In both cases, the left dislocated items can be argued to make a further movement step from BgP to the ToP above SpIntP in the structure illustrated in (37).
How about the incompatability with the other question types, in particular the FFS and the PPS? Clearly, in (45) [spec, FocP] is occupied by the TP remnant, so that no movement of another focused constituent to this position is possible, including whphrases. Vice versa, the particle a, with the features as assumed in (42), cannot attract anything other than the TP.
I have already demonstrated in 5.2 how CLRD can be modeled for the DSS. In this case, a BgP is optionally merged if the speaker wants to intentionally background some information. For the FFS and the PFS, too, we can assume that -also as an option -a BgP can be part of the numeration. In these cases, the TP remnant, if any is left, 43 can of course not be in the FocP but rather must be assumed to be in the upper one of two BgPs. It is important to note that the landing sites of right dislocated elements cannot be a TopP (such as Rizzi's 1997 low TopP*), because left dislocated items obligatorily precede the FocP (also cf. Mensching and Remberger 2010b:267) .
Conclusions
In the preceding pages I examined the QP a S (strategy with a, a question particle) in Sardinian yes/no interrogatives. The literature suggests that this particle marks the predicate (Jones 1993) or the proposition (Remberger 2012) as focus. In the light of my findings and analysis, it is the latter (the proposition) -i.e., the TP in the generative framework -that is focused in these structures. In my analysis, this is yielded by the movement of TP to [spec,FocP] , triggered by a probe (in Chomsky's 2000 et seqq. sense) that specifically targets the TP. The question particle a itself is merged in Foc° but has to move to a functional category higher than FocP. This idea stems from a new insight of this article, namely that a can only be used in non-standard yes/no questions, which I call "special questions" following Obenauer ( , 2006 , and I therefore labeled it as SpIntP (special interrogative phrase). The second new insight of this article is that nominal constituents are obligatorily dislocated in the structures containing interrogative a, normally through CLRD, which consists in the extraction of the relevant DP to a functional projection (that I provisionally called a background phrase, BgP) beneath FocP. This can be the consequence of a semantic property of a, which has to be left for future research, but which I provisionally included into syntax by means of a feature [+V] (as an independent feature or part of the probe). The idea behind this feature is that a proper goal of the probe can only consist of essentially verbal content (including adverbial modifiers), so that nominal categories must be removed before moving the TP to [spec, FocP] (or, in other words, only the verb and the verb-related parts of the proposition can be in a FocP headed by a).
The idea of a probe on a that specifically targets the TP suffices to explain the incompatibility of the QP a S with focus fronting of a single constituent, i.e., the FFS and the PFS (participle fronting), both very frequent in Sardinian yes/no questions without the particle (PPS). It also rules out wh-items and the simultaneous application of ite used as a question particle (QP a S), as all these elements have been argued to be in [spec,FocP] . Another property of interrogatives with a is the postverbal position of subjects, which was explained in previous analyses by assuming T-movement to the CP domain. In the analysis proposed here, the postverbal position of the subject is straightforwardly explained, because as a nominal constituent of the proposition, the subject must also leave the TP before the TP is raised to FocP.
Most of the different strategies of yes/no question formation in Sardinian, which have partially been explained as optional alternatives in the preceding literature, can now be distinguished. For "real" yes/no questions, the speaker can either chose a focusneutral construction (the DSS), or at least two other structures: the FFS (if a single constituent is focused) or the PFS, if the verbal action is focused (remnant movement of the VP or vP usually containing only a participle) to [spec,FocP] ). The QP ite S also seems focus neutral, but because this structure has only recently been discovered (and is locally more restricted than the other strategies), more data are needed for determining how it is pragmatically distinguished from the DSS. But if the question is a special question, speakers use the QP a S, which then triggers the particular additional properties that I have tried to explain.
